
In recent years the financial statements of sev-
eral large well-known corporations, most
notably Enron Corporation and WorldCom,
have had to be massively restated. Is this indica-
tive of inadequate accounting and auditing rules
or evidence of corporate misgovernance and
auditor incompetence? Why did these problems
occur, and are they widespread? Answers to those
and other questions are provided in this paper,
which examines historical and current evidence
of problems with corporate financial statements
auditing before Enron. To provide a better per-
spective, I discuss in detail the traditional histor-
ical cost model of accounting and the Financial
Accounting Standards Board’s move away from
that model and toward a system of fair value
accounting. A better understanding of account-
ing principles will help explain what Enron did
wrong and the type and extent of recent mis-
statements by other corporations. In case after

case, it appears that fair value accounting that is
not based on reliable market prices was abused
by managers to create misleading financial
reports. Given the influence of the Enron scan-
dal in shaping public policy and public opinion
about financial reporting, this paper analyzes all
the links in the audit chain that failed to perform
their duties, from the members of the board of
directors to the independent auditors to the reg-
ulators at the state and federal levels. Finally,
three changes to generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP)—allowing restatements of
assets and liabilities only to the extent that those
are based on trustworthy numbers, replacing the
U.S. rules-based with a principles-based tradi-
tional “matching concept” system, and allowing
publicly traded corporations to use internation-
al accounting standards as an alternative to U.S.
GAAP—are proposed to restore value to corpo-
rate accounting reports.
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Introduction

The preamble to the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 states that it was designed “to
provide full and fair disclosure of the charac-
ter of the securities sold in interstate com-
merce and through the mails, and to prevent
fraud in the sale thereof.” To that end, corpo-
rations with at least $10 million in assets and
securities held by more than 500 sharehold-
ers must file annual and quarterly financial
statements with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Those statements are prepared
by corporate managers’ accountants and
must follow generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP). They must also be audit-
ed by a registered public accounting firm
(RPA) that assures investors that the state-
ments were, indeed, prepared in accordance
with GAAP, based on their audit of the cor-
poration’s books and records.1 Those are the
rules. 

However, after the discovery of misstate-
ments in the audited reports of well-known
and seemingly successful corporations—
notably Enron, Adelphia, Global Crossing,
WorldCom, Qwest, Rite Aid, IBM, Sunbeam,
Waste Management, and Cendant—journal-
ists, legislators, and investors have increasing-
ly questioned the integrity and usefulness of
this disclosure-based system. Are the GAAP
rules inadequate? Or, were they just not fol-
lowed? If not followed, why did their indepen-
dent public accountants (IPAs) attest that they
were followed?2 Did the SEC not do its job and
ascertain that the disclosure and attestation
requirements of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 were being followed? Are corporations
playing a “numbers game,” as claimed by for-
mer SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, using “cre-
ative” and “aggressive” accounting to bend the
rules and “reflect the desires of management
rather than the underlying financial perfor-
mance of the company”?3 Or is this an over-
stated problem, considering the thousands of
corporations that file financial statements
with the SEC and are not charged with wrong-
doing? If it is a systemic problem, what might
be done to correct it? In any event, what or

who is to blame for the scandals that led to
overwhelming passage by the Congress of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002?

This paper begins with an historical review
of accounting regulation, which indicates
that the current criticisms are not new, and
then goes “back to basics” to outline why
audited financial statements are valued by
investors. Stewardship and investment deci-
sions are the principal reasons for which
trustworthy numbers, as attested to by RPA
firms, are particularly useful. Although eco-
nomic values would be more useful than his-
torical costs, these amounts often cannot be
measured and verified as trustworthy. Indeed
the movement by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board and the SEC toward a
non–market-based measure of economic val-
ues, “fair value,” will make financial state-
ments less useful. Traditional accounting-
based financial statements, though, are useful
to investors for several reasons. The most
important is that they describe the tradition-
al accounting measure of net income, the pro-
cedures for revenue and expense recognition,
and the role of conservatism in determining
those numbers. This paper will also show why
it is not possible to eliminate managers’
opportunities to manipulate reported net
income or cash flows, a situation about which
investors should be aware. 

Next comes an analysis of what went
wrong at Enron and what lessons might be
drawn from this one very important case.
Enron has had great importance in molding
public perceptions about accounting state-
ments and external auditors and is, to a large
extent, responsible for Sarbanes-Oxley, the
most sweeping regulation of accounting
since the early 1930s. Overall, it appears that
Enron’s managers and auditors presented
misleading financial statements because they
did not follow the prescriptions of basic, tra-
ditional accounting and many of the rules
codified in GAAP. Enron’s failure, however,
does reveal several shortcomings in GAAP,
predominantly with respect to its rule-based
approach and allowance of fair value
accounting. 
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Enron is not the only or the first corpora-
tion to have misstated its financial statements,
however. A review of the data reveals substan-
tial deficiencies that are the result of corpora-
tions not following established generally
accepted auditing standards (GAAS) and
GAAP rules and IPAs not discovering these
deficiencies or acquiescing to them. On the
basis on those analyses, I consider who is to
blame. Among the possible culprits are audit-
ing and accounting standards and standards
setters, boards of directors, external auditors
(IPAs), and professional IPA associations and
state and federal regulators, particularly the
SEC. Finally, three changes to GAAP—allow-
ing restatements of assets and liabilities only
to the extent that those are based on trustwor-
thy numbers, replacing the U.S. rules-based
system with a principles-based traditional
“matching concept” system, and allowing
publicly traded corporations to use interna-
tional accounting standards as an alternative
to U.S. GAAP—are suggested. 

Putting the Criticism into
Perspective—The Historical

Record
As harshly criticized as accounting and

accountants are now, such criticism is not at
all new. Strident complaints about dishonest
and deceptive accounting in the 1920s4 and
the distress of the Great Depression led to the
creation in 1934 of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which was given the
authority to prescribe, monitor, and enforce
accounting rules that presumably would help
investors to make informed decisions. In
effect, the SEC’s motto is, “Ye shall know the
truth, and the truth shall make ye rich.”
Actually, the preambles to the Securities Act of
1933 (which governs new securities issues) and
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (which
governs periodic financial reporting) call the
acts “disclosure statutes.” However, it is not
disclosure, as such, that reigns, because pub-
licly traded corporations cannot simply state,
“we disclose that we will disclose nothing” or

“we follow international accounting stan-
dards,” or some other statement. Rather, the
SEC adopted a rule that proclaims: “Where
financial statements filed . . . are prepared in
accordance with accounting principles for
which there is no substantial authoritative
support, such financial statements will be pre-
sumed to be misleading or inaccurate despite
disclosures contained in the certificate of the
accountant or in footnotes to the statements
provided the matters involved are material.”5

Although the SEC promulgated Regulation S-
X in 1940, which specifies what must be
reported in filings submitted to it and how the
material must be reported, it has generally rel-
egated the development and codification of
GAAP and GAAS to the public accounting
profession. Its influence on what the profes-
sion does, particularly with respect to GAAP,
though, is profound and continuing. 

In its early years, the SEC adopted a strong-
ly conservative stance. It insisted that corporate
registrants use only historical cost–based num-
bers and not include intangibles as assets.
Appraisals and other estimates of the current
value of assets could not be reported in finan-
cial statements and goodwill was eliminated
from balance sheets. The SEC followed that
conservative approach in response to criticism
that it had allowed corporations to report asset
values that later evaporated. The American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, to
which the SEC granted authority to codify
GAAP, emphasized reducing the alternatives
for reporting events that superficially appeared
to be the same, such as recording long-term
lease obligations either on or off the balance
sheet, and providing guidance for reporting
newly important events, such as the invest-
ment tax credit. 

Over the years, various complaints about
and scandals related to the inadequacies of
GAAP led to the restructuring of the institu-
tions dealing with and promulgating GAAP.
The Financial Accounting Standards Board
was created in 1973 as a well-funded, profes-
sionally staffed rulemaking body that is inde-
pendent of the public accounting profession.
It replaced the Accounting Principles Board,
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which was run by the AICPA and staffed with
volunteer partners of CPA firms. The APB, in
turn, had replaced the AICPA’s Committee
on Accounting Procedure, which was created
in 1936. The CAP could only suggest rather
than demand specific practices, while the
APB and the FASB have been able to specify
practices that must be followed by CPAs and
companies that report to the SEC. 

Since the mid-1970s, though, dissatisfac-
tion with allegedly irrelevant historical costs
has moved the SEC and the FASB toward
requiring companies to report current values
for financial assets. Marketable securities that
are regularly traded or are held for sale must be
shown at their market values (if these are avail-
able) on balance sheets, although revaluation
gains and losses that are not realized are
included in the income statement only for
traded securities. Debt securities held until
maturity are shown at cost, with their market
values reported only in footnotes to the state-
ments. Derivatives that do not qualify as
hedges (based on a complex set of rules codi-
fied in Financial Accounting Statement 133
and 138 and interpretations thereof) must be
stated at fair values, with changes in these val-
ues reported as income or expense in the
income statement. Because these financial
assets often are not regularly traded, their val-
ues are determined with models rather than
from quoted market prices. In addition, con-
tracts involving energy and risk management
activities must be stated at fair values, even
though these amounts are based on calcula-
tions of the present value of the net cash flows
the assets are expected to generate. 

Thus, under current FASB rules corporate
balance sheets are mixtures of past (histori-
cal) values, current values based on market
values, and fair values estimated by corporate
managers. An issue that is (or should be)
debated is whether financial accounting
should continue moving toward showing all
or some assets and liabilities at current values
and, if so, whether these should be based only
on market values or on market values and
estimates thereof (fair values). Also to be
debated is whether accounting should return

to values based on actual transactions (his-
torical costs) or on some combination of val-
ues. The answers depend on the purposes for
which financial statements are useful to
investors.

The Value of Audited
Financial Statements

Stewardship and Investment Decisions
Investors, whether present or prospective

shareholders, benefit from learning about
how their investments have been and might
be used by the managers of their companies.
Managers render financial reports to their
boards of directors and shareholders. Those
reports are the principal formal means by
which managers convey how they have man-
aged a company’s resources over a period of
time, usually no longer than a year, and the
financial condition of the company at the
end of that period, as determined by their
accounting records. Prospective investors
realize that once they have committed their
funds to a corporation, either by purchasing
shares directly or from a shareholder, they
usually have little control over how the cor-
poration is managed. Consequently, they
have reason to be interested in how those
who are in control of corporate resources use
those assets and the extent to which control-
ling persons (senior managers, directors, and
other shareholders) have conflicts of interest
that might result in costs being imposed on
them as noncontrolling shareholders. Re-
porting in these areas is called the “steward-
ship” function of accounting. Financial
reports also help to motivate managers to
operate their corporations in the interest of
shareholders. This is called the “agency” or
“contracting” function of accounting. 

In addition to a report of stewardship,
investors want data that help them determine
the present and possible future economic
value of their investments. If a corporation’s
shares are actively traded in a market, share-
holders can obtain seemingly unbiased esti-
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mates of the economic value of their invest-
ments from share prices. However, those
prices are based, in part, on the information
provided in financial reports. If that informa-
tion is not useful and accurate, its receipt will
not provide investors with insights that they
want nor would it change the values ascribed
to those shares. Hence, prospective investors
might have to incur costs to obtain informa-
tion elsewhere or discount the amount they
are willing to pay for the shares, given the
information currently available to them. That
would make the shares worth less to them.
Thus, present shareholders, including those
who can exercise some control over the corpo-
ration, also benefit from their managers pro-
viding all investors with financial reports that
investors find trustworthy. 

Because the corporate managers who pre-
pare their firms’ financial reports have incen-
tives to misreport the performance and finan-
cial condition of their enterprises, financial
statement users have reason to question the
trustworthiness of those statements. Assuring
that figures are reliable and presented accord-
ing to GAAP is the principal purpose of audits
by IPAs—for example, Certified Public Ac-
countants (U.S.), Chartered Accountants
(UK), or Wirtschaftsprüfer (Germany). IPAs’
attestations of the validity of the numbers pre-
sented provide surety that they have examined
the corporate records in a manner that is
expected to be sufficient to uncover material
misstatements and omissions and that they
have conducted an audit that conforms to
GAAS. 

Trustworthiness of Financial Statements
and IPAs’ Attestations

For a substantial portion of stewardship, it
is sufficient for the numbers presented to be
trustworthy and the audits designed to
uncover and reveal misuse of corporate
resources, misstatement of income and
expenses, overstatement of assets, and under-
statement of liabilities. Only an audit can pro-
vide this information.

For evaluating managers’ performance and
for investment decisions, it would be desirable

for financial statements to report the value to
investors of their corporation’s resources at
the beginning- and end of an accounting peri-
od. Net income or loss for the period, then,
would be the difference between the begin-
ning- and end-of-period values, adjusted for
distributions to and additional investments
by shareholders. For those purposes, econom-
ic values for assets and liabilities, rather than
historical costs, would be most relevant.
Indeed, that is an important motivation for
the increasing inclusion of market values and,
where these are not available, “fair values”
(which proxy for market values) in place of his-
torical costs in the accounting standards
adopted by the FASB and the International
Accounting Standards Board .

A fair value is the amount for which an
asset presumably could be (but hasn’t been)
exchanged or a liability settled between
informed, willing parties on an arm’s-length
basis. That amount may be computed from
management’s estimates of the present values
of expected cash flows (as described in the
FASB’s Statement of Financial Accounting
Concept 7). The problem is that fair values (as
distinct from market values) must often be
derived from estimates rather than actual
market values. Unfortunately, a financial
report based on fair values can rarely be
achieved within the requirement that the
numbers also be trustworthy. It often is said
that there is a trade-off between trustworthi-
ness and relevance, but information is relevant
and useful for decisionmaking to the degree
that it is accurate and unbiased (where the bias
is not known). Therefore trustworthy num-
bers are more relevant than fair values that are
not based on market prices, because fair values
are much more subject to managerial manip-
ulation than are historical costs. Investors and
others who want to know the economic mar-
ket value of the enterprise must and can look
to other sources of information apart from a
company’s financial statements. For example,
fair values could be presented to investors in
supplementary schedules and even attested to
by IPAs as having been derived from models or
sources that the IPAs find acceptable. 
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Can Economically Meaningful and
Trustworthy Numbers Be Obtained? 

One problem in determining economic val-
ues stems from the cost and difficulty—often
impossibility—of measuring the value of assets
to an enterprise (value-in-use) and, hence, to an
investor. That is the present value of the net
cash flows expected from an asset’s use (includ-
ing disposal) by the enterprise in combination
with other assets and liabilities. This is very dif-
ficult to estimate, even subjectively. Further-
more, the estimates are likely to change over
time, as other enterprise operations, market
conditions, and general and specific prices
change. Although managers make formal or
informal estimates of the present values of
assets before their purchase, these estimates
need only indicate that the present value of net
cash flows exceeds the cost of the asset.
Furthermore, this analysis (called “capital bud-
geting”) often requires data that are not rou-
tinely available, such as current and expected
prices and amounts related to asset purchase
and use. Repeating these analyses for each peri-
odic balance sheet would be very costly. Fixed
assets, such as buildings, equipment, and land
used for operations, provide prime examples of
these valuation difficulties. Even more difficult
to estimate are the values of intangible assets
that are produced by the enterprise. 

In addition, the value of an enterprise to an
investor is almost always greater than the sum
of the values of its assets less the sum of its lia-
bilities. That is one of the principal reasons
that companies exist. Their owners obtain
rents (positive externalities) from the combi-
nation of assets and liabilities that comprise
the company, which increase expected net
cash flows above the amounts these assets and
liabilities separately or in other combinations
would have generated. (If the whole were not
worth more than the sum of the parts, the
company should be liquidated, in which event
the value-in-use would be the net disposal
value.) Thus, for almost all corporations, even
if investors and IPAs were willing to accept as
trustworthy the managers’ estimates of the
economic values of individual assets and lia-
bilities, the amount shown as “fair-value

shareholders’ equity” would not equal the eco-
nomic value of the enterprise. Nor would the
change in shareholders’ equity (adjusted for
distributions to and additions by sharehold-
ers) provide a valid measure of shareholders’
net economic income. 

A second and more important problem is
that the only economic values that can be
measured are rarely trustworthy unless they
are based on relevant and reliable market val-
ues rather than managerially determined fair
values. In this light there should be great con-
cern about the FASB’s move to require restate-
ment of all financial assets to fair values, even
when these amounts are not based on trust-
worthy market prices, with the changes in
those values shown as current income (or
loss). Managers who want to make it appear as
if they had done well in a particular account-
ing period can readily increase the fair value of
assets and, thereby, increase reported net
income. All they have to do is increase their
estimates of cash inflows, decrease their esti-
mates of cash outflows, or decrease the rate
that discounts the net cash flows to obtain
present (fair) values. They can easily work
backward toward the numbers they want, con-
structing a rationale for the estimates they
make that IPAs would find difficult or impos-
sible to refute. If the cash flows they estimated
turn out to be incorrect (as they inevitably will,
even if the managers sought only to make
unbiased estimates), the managers can argue
that conditions have changed (as they
inevitably do). They can argue further that
they could not reasonably have predicted the
changes or that they did correctly predict a
range of outcomes with associated probabili-
ties, and that the outcome was within this
range, although not equal to the expected
amount. This lack of trustworthiness led the
SEC in its early years to disallow estimates and
appraisals. 

The Usefulness of Financial Statements
to Investors Considering the Limitations
of Reporting Trustworthy Economic
Values

Although financial statements that report
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the economic position of an enterprise at the
end of an accounting period and changes in
that position over the previous period cannot
be reliably produced by managers and audit-
ed by IPAs, the statements nevertheless have
great value to investors. In addition to provid-
ing evidence of an audit and revealing the
presence or absence of significant conflicts of
interests and misappropriation of resources
(stewardship), financial statements provide
investors with five additional valuable bene-
fits. 

One benefit is disclosure of important
numbers, the values of which investors can
trust to be accurate. These presently include
cash and marketable securities, accounts and
notes receivable, prepaid expenses, current lia-
bilities, floating-rate interest-bearing assets
and liabilities and fixed-rate obligations when
interest rates have not changed, and the phys-
ical presence, if not the economic values, of
inventories, plants, equipment, and land.
GAAP could be changed to have many inven-
tories and fixed-interest-bearing assets and
liabilities reliably stated at economic (market)
values. Even then, however, in volatile markets
the numbers reported as of the balance sheet
date may not reflect current prices. 

A second value is assurance that all the
numbers presented in financial statements
are consistent with GAAP. Even though many
of these numbers (e.g., some long-term tangi-
ble and most, if not all, intangible assets) do
not reflect economic values well, at least
investors can readily understand the rules
under which they are recorded. For example,
when trustworthy valuations cannot be
made, GAAP should not permit managers to
increase the value of buildings or decrease the
amount of depreciation to give investors the
impression that the reported numbers actual-
ly measure the value of their investments or
that accounting net income was greater.
Revenue should not be recorded unless the
corporation has substantially completed all it
must do to be entitled to future cash inflows.
Indeed, even though the income statement is
not (and cannot be) a report of the change in
shareholders’ wealth embodied in the corpo-

ration over a period, net of dividends and new
investments, it provides investors with a gen-
erally useful indicator of periodic changes in
wealth. Because this is the statement that has
been (and will continue to be) of greatest
interest to investors, the next section outlines
how it could be improved. 

The third benefit is confirmation of earlier
announcements by managers of a company’s
financial condition and earnings. By the time
audited financial statements are published,
market participants have usually learned and
acted on information about the corporations’
financial condition and changes over the peri-
od. This information often comes from cor-
porate announcements, such as current and
expected earnings, write-offs of discontinued
facilities, and changes in earnings prospects
as the result of new or revised contracts,
employee lay-offs, and management changes.
Much of this information is also reported in
the financial statements. Because the state-
ments are attested to by IPAs, both senior
managers and investors can be assured that
the announcements that reflect or affect the
numbers in the statements are unlikely to be
fabrications. That assurance improves the
efficiency of share transactions, such that the
cost of information is lower and share prices
very quickly reflect changes in the economic
value of corporate shares.

The fourth benefit, the usefulness of the
numbers presented for analyses of trends, fol-
lows from the other benefits. As long as ana-
lysts and investors have assurance that the
numbers presented are consistently pro-
duced, they can use these data to identify
trends—such as growing or shrinking sales
and profit margins, inventories, capital
investments, and income and expense ratios
to sales and assets—and changes therein, that
help them evaluate and predict company per-
formance.

The fifth benefit is provision of a useful
measure of economic performance—the tradi-
tional accounting definition of net income
from operations. Deliberate violation by man-
agers of this measurement has been the great-
est problem for public financial accounting.
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The Accounting
Measurement of Net

Income

Revenue Recognition
Determining net income involves two key

steps. The first is recognition of revenue,
which has two essential requirements: timing
and reliable measurement. Revenue may be
recorded when a corporation has essentially
fulfilled its obligations to the purchaser in
whole or in part. When the transaction is
complete, title to the product should have
passed to the purchaser. When the product is
delivered contractually over more than one
accounting period, the proportion of revenue
called for in the contract that is completed in
a period should be reported as revenue in
that period. That point of recognition is
often called the “critical event.” For example,
although the conversion of materials, labor,
and overhead into finished goods available
for sale usually increases their value above the
sum of the resources expended, revenue is
not recognized until the critical event, which
is the sale to a customer. When there is a firm
contract that essentially transfers title to the
goods when they are manufactured, however,
their completed manufacture is the critical
event. In contrast, a consignment would not
be treated as producing revenue to a compa-
ny, because the critical event is sale of the
consigned goods by the recipient and its
acceptance of an obligation to pay the com-
pany. A similar situation is a sale that is
financed by the seller, either directly with a
loan or indirectly with a guarantee of a loan
made to the buyer by a third-party lender
(e.g., a bank) where the prospect that the
buyer will pay for the goods as promised is
unclear. The critical event is the payments
received from the buyer or the buyer’s repay-
ment of the loan and release of the seller’s
obligation. In effect, this is an “installment
sale,” and revenue should be recognized as
the payments are made, not when the prod-
uct was transferred. (Alternatively, the

account or note receivable could be reduced
to the amount of expected repayment.) These
“rules” for revenue recognition are well estab-
lished, although they often are violated when
managements seek to manipulate and mis-
state net income. 

Reliable measurement is necessary to deter-
mine the value of assets received or liabilities
extinguished in exchange for goods and ser-
vices, and hence the amount of revenue
earned. The amount of revenue earned should
be determined by the value of the asset
received. Where the market values of assets
received in exchange cannot be reliably mea-
sured, revenue should not be recorded until
reliably measured values can be determined.
For example, if a company receives in
exchange for its product the product of the
purchasing company, the revenue amount
should be no greater than the amount that the
product received could be sold in an arm’s-
length transaction. Thus, an Internet compa-
ny that “sold” time on its website in exchange
for time on another internet company’s web-
site should record as revenue no more than
the amount for which it could sell the time
received. If either or both of the companies
have surplus time that they cannot sell in
arm’s-length transactions for cash or other
assets that can be reliably valued, the “sale” has
no value and no revenue should recorded. 

Another, often encountered example is a
tied sale, where a company sells its product
for a reliably measured asset, such as cash or
a receivable, but agrees to purchase the
buyer’s product, perhaps at an inflated price.
In that and other situations, the issue is
whether the asset purchased is valued at an
arm’s-length price. If the price paid is greater
than the arm’s-length price, the difference
actually is a discount of the sales price, which
should be recorded as a reduction of revenue. 

Such would not be the case, however, in
another fairly common situation that often
involves commodities, where companies
inflate their sales with largely offsetting sales
and purchases to each other. For example,
Company S sells electricity contracts to
Company B for a reliably specified amount
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but, in exchange, informally agrees to buy the
same or similar amount of Company B’s elec-
tricity contracts for almost the same price.
These may be “sham” sales, but they are very
difficult to distinguish from legitimate sales
that may have been undertaken to diversify
risk. Unless IPAs can determine that such sales
really are shams, they have no alternative
except to attest that the companies’ financial
statements accord with GAAP. Financial state-
ment users should recognize this and other
basic limitations of auditing and financial
accounting. They can often discover and
adjust for such situations by examining
whether increases in revenue are associated
with decreases in gross margins. 

It also is important for managers to distin-
guish between revenue earned from the opera-
tions of the enterprise and income derived
from the sale and revaluation of assets and lia-
bilities. Many financial statement users (par-
ticularly investors) base their calculations of a
company’s prospects on its past performance,
as reflected by its revenue and net income
from its continuing operations. In the past,
accountants sought to limit the income state-
ment to those numbers, with nonoperating
and extraordinary revenue and expenses taken
directly to shareholders’ equity in the balance
sheet (then called “earned surplus”). However,
experience revealed that managers tended to
exclude the effect of many unfavorable events
from the income statement. Consequently,
the accounting profession adopted the “clean
surplus” approach, whereby almost all income
and expense is reported in the income state-
ment. Hence, it is important that revenue (or
sales) and the associated expenses include only
the results of the ordinary operations of an
enterprise.

A very important task for the IPA, then, is
to determine that the requirements for recog-
nizing and classifying revenue have, in fact,
been met. (Indeed, as explained later, this has
been perhaps the most prevalent and impor-
tant aspect of misreporting that has not been
caught and corrected by external auditors.)
An important part of this determination is
the GAAP requirement that the financial

records must be presented in a manner con-
sistent with earlier reports, unless otherwise
noted and explained. Thus, a consistently
applied recognition rule would tend to pre-
vent managers from recording, say, a substan-
tial increase in revenue from one previously
specified source in a particular period to cover
up losses or a substantial revenue decline
from a different previously specified source.
For example, a company should not report as
“revenue or cash flows from operations” the
gains or amounts received from its sale of a
segment of its business.

Expense Recognition
The second key step is matching the

expenses incurred (whether beneficially or
not) to obtain the revenue recognized. These
are the costs of acquiring the revenue less their
economic value at the end of the accounting
period. This is the “matching concept” that
has served accounting very well over a long
time. Some expenses, such as the cost of resold
merchandise and salespersons’ commissions,
can readily be matched with revenue. Many
expenses, though, are incurred before or after
the associated revenue is recognized. In gener-
al, accruals are designed to deal with this situ-
ation. Expenditures for tangible assets that
will generate revenue in future periods, such as
buildings and equipment, are “capitalized”
and charged against revenue (i.e., as deprecia-
tion expense) over the period of their estimat-
ed useful economic lives. Expenses incurred to
generate currently reported revenue that will
not be paid for until future periods, such as
the cost of warranties and pension benefits,
are charged against that revenue and a liability
for the future expected expenditure is created.
(The charge should be for the present value of
the liability, preferably discounted at no high-
er rate than the yield on the company’s debt,
since the pension liability is a preferred obliga-
tion.) Expenses that are predominantly time-
related, such as administrative and property
expenses, are generally charged against rev-
enue in the period in which they are incurred.
The rationale is that the resources created,
such as going concern value and other intan-
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gibles, rarely can be reliably measured and, if
they were recorded as assets, would be untrust-
worthy and subject to manipulation by man-
agers. 

Similar reasoning, however, has not been
applied to manufactured inventory, perhaps
because it is a tangible rather than an intangi-
ble asset. Overhead expenses that are fixed (i.e.,
do not vary with inventory produced) are allo-
cated to inventory with arbitrary but not read-
ily manipulated procedures (e.g., per dollar or
hour of direct labor). Those fixed amounts,
though, ought to be charged to the period in
which they were incurred, based on the
assumption that the opportunity value of the
inventory in process of manufacture or fin-
ished goods is the cost to replace it—the vari-
able costs that were incurred. (Where the
inventory cannot be replaced at variable cost
because the plant is operating at capacity, the
asset value of the inventory would be the lower
of the estimated replacement cost or net real-
izable value.) 

As suggested by E. Edwards and P. W. Bell
in 1961,6 assets and liabilities that can be val-
ued reliably as of the end of the accounting
period should be recorded and the difference
between those values and the recorded values
should be reported as income (or expense)
from holding gains (or losses). The important
element is trustworthiness. In general, this
means that the amounts are those that are or,
if based on accepted independent valuations,
would be based on prices determined from
arm’s-length market transactions. 

Conservatism
“Conservatism” refers to the bias in tradi-

tional accounting to delay the recognition of
income and speed up the recognition of
expense when there is substantial uncertain-
ty about both the timing and the amounts
involved. For example, if a construction firm
has undertaken a contract spanning several
years, where the amount it will eventually
gain cannot be determined until the contract
is completed, revenue is not reported until it
is clear that it has been earned and will be (or
has been) received. Expenses incurred to earn

that revenue will be similarly delayed (the
matching concept), although if they exceed
the expected revenue, they will be reported as
expenses (reductions in equity) in the current
period. 

Accountants necessarily must estimate
some items of revenue and expense. For exam-
ple, the amount of revenue that will be earned
on a project and employees’ pensions that will
not be paid until some future time can only be
estimated. The estimated revenue, though,
will rarely be reported until there is reliable evi-
dence of its amount and that it has, indeed,
been earned and will be received. The estimat-
ed expense, though, will be reported currently. 

The essential reason for the conservative
bias is accountants’ long-term experience
that people get very upset when they learn
that events are worse than they believe they
were led to expect, but usually are happy
when events are better than expected. Hence,
it is better to delay the good news until it is
likely to occur and recognize the bad news
earlier rather than later.

Eliminating Some Managerial Discretion
to Manipulate Reported Net Income Is
Not Possible

The traditional accounting measure of net
income (with or without the change suggested
that would incorporate trustworthy current
values of inventories and other assets and lia-
bilities) must necessarily be derived, to some
extent, from assumptions and judgments,
which give managers some ability to affect
reported net income. For example, the
amount of depreciation of plant, equipment,
and other fixed assets is determined by
assumptions about the useful economic life of
those assets and the rate at which their costs
are written off as expenses. The relevant mea-
sure would be the reduction (or possibly
increase) in the value-in-use of depreciating
assets. However, those measurements are gen-
erally unreliable and often subject to deliber-
ate misrepresentation. Accountants, therefore,
have used predetermined procedures, such as
straight-line or accelerated allocations of the
historical cost of fixed assets, to determine
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periodic depreciation expenses. As long as
financial statement users understand that, at
best, those numbers only approximate the
cost to equity holders of holding and using
depreciable assets, they can make adjustments
to the reported net income numbers, includ-
ing ignoring depreciation as a meaningful
measure of economic user cost.

Liabilities that must be estimated also give
managers an opportunity to affect reported
net income. For example, a company’s liability
for warranties and employee retirement bene-
fits is based on assumptions about expected
future cash flows and discount rates. The
amounts that are charged as current-period
expenses can vary considerably, depending on
those assumptions. 

Managers can also time transactions and
take advantage of alternative accrual proce-
dures to alter revenue recognition and expense
incurrence. For example, they can delay or
speed up revenue recognition between
accounting periods by specifying when title
passes to a purchaser. Period expenses that are
not inventoried as part of manufactured
goods—such as advertising, research and devel-
opment, and maintenance—can be reduced,
delayed, or incurred earlier than need be in
order to affect the amount charged against rev-
enue in an accounting period. IPAs cannot
object to those actions, because they represent
the effect of actual events. Newly appointed
CEOs can decide that the value of substantial
assets are impaired and write them off (a pro-
cedure known as the “big bath”), thereby
reducing future expenses. IPAs can and should
examine the rationale for such write-offs for
conformity with the matching concept. 

However, the ability of opportunistic man-
agers to manipulate reported net income with
timing and accrual assumptions is limited by
three factors. One is the self-correcting nature
of accruals. Earlier revenue recognition that
overstates net income in a period results in
understated net income, usually in the next
period. Direct charges of “extraordinary”
events to retained earnings that bypass the
income statement are not self-correcting and,
thus, rarely are (or should be) accepted by

IPAs. The second is managers’ decisions to
advance or delay the acquisition, purchase,
and use of resources. Unfortunately for share-
holders, this form of manipulation is more
than cosmetic; it can be detrimental to eco-
nomic performance. This detriment, though,
limits the extent to which these manipula-
tions of expenses can be made, because their
negative effect will be reflected by such actual
events as lower sales and higher expenses.
Third, GAAP does not allow IPAs to accept
numbers that are inconsistently determined
from period to period. Hence, although man-
agers can, say, initially reduce depreciation
expense by assuming a longer economic life
for a fixed asset, in the future the depreciation
expense must be greater. 

Nevertheless, users of financial statements
should be aware of possible management
manipulations of financial accounting data
that are accepted by IPAs. IPAs might accept
the data because they conform to GAAP rules
and could accurately reflect the operations of
a company, or because the IPAs are not com-
petent or have been (perhaps unknowingly)
suborned. Users should and can evaluate and
interpret the reported data.7

To summarize, net income should be the
amount that can be reliably reported as hav-
ing increased the claim of equity holders over
the assets of their corporation, although
some of the numbers are derived from esti-
mates and judgments. The balance sheet
should only partially reflect the economic
market values of individual assets and liabili-
ties as of the balance sheet date. To some
extent, managers can manipulate the num-
bers presented in the income statement. That
is the best that accounting can do, and, when
the numbers reported are trustworthy, that is
very valuable to investors and other users of
financial statements.

The Role of Auditing and Accounting
Standards

Standards governing audits (GAAS) and
the content and presentation of financial
accounting data (GAAP) in formal state-
ments (balance sheets, income statements,
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and statements of cash flow) substantially
improve the usefulness of financial reports.
Users of those reports can efficiently deter-
mine the extent to which the attesting IPAs
have examined the books and records of their
clients. Users also should be able to readily
determine the meaning and validity of the
numbers presented in the statements, partic-
ularly if IPAs have done their jobs well.
Consequently, it is very important that IPAs
determine that the financial statements really
were prepared in accordance with GAAP.

Standards provide substantial benefits to
IPAs as well, who are likely to be under pres-
sure from some managers to overlook or
even accept misrepresentations of poor per-
formance. Codified accounting concepts and
standards and auditing procedures can pro-
vide IPAs with guidance and protect them
from demands by clients to attest to num-
bers that might mislead financial statement
users. They can rightly claim that there is no
point for the client to go to another IPA who
might be more compliant, because all IPAs
must adhere to the same general standards. 

What Went Wrong at
Enron?

Enron’s bankruptcy has generated sub-
stantial concern about inadequacies of GAAS
and GAAP, probably because Enron became
bankrupt so very quickly after having been so
highly regarded. Its stock price, which had
increased from a low of about $7 in the 1990s
to a high of $90 a share in mid-2000, plunged
to less than $1 by the end of 2001, wiping out
shareholders’ equity by almost $11 billion.
That decline was preceded by an announce-
ment, on October 16, 2001, that the company
was reducing its after-tax net income by $544
million and its shareholders’ equity by $1.2
billion. On November 8, it announced that,
because of accounting errors, it was restating
its previously reported net income for the
years 1997 through 2000. These restatements
reduced previously reported net income as fol-
lows: 1997, $28 million (27 percent of previ-

ously reported income of $105 million); 1998,
$133 million (19 percent of previously report-
ed income of $703 million); 1999, $248 mil-
lion (28 percent of previously reported income
of $893 million); and 2000, $99 million (10
percent of previously reported income of $979
million). These changes reduced stockholders’
equity by $508 million. Thus, within a month,
Enron’s stockholders’ equity was lower by $1.7
billion (18 percent of previously reported equi-
ty of $9.6 billion at September 30, 2001). On
December 2, 2001, Enron filed for bankruptcy
under Chapter 11 of the United States
Bankruptcy Code. With assets of $63.4 billion
it was the largest corporate bankruptcy in U.S.
history until WorldCom declared bankruptcy
in 2002.8 Not only did investors and employ-
ees, whose retirement plans included large
amounts of Enron stock, lose wealth, but
Enron’s long-time auditor, Arthur Andersen,
was destroyed, and the U.S. system of financial
accounting was severely questioned, with
strong and insistent calls for reform that cul-
minated in the enactment of the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act of 2002.

Enron’s Accounting Errors and
Shortcomings

The role of accounting misstatements
and corrections in causing, rather than
reflecting, Enron’s demise still is unclear.9

Over time, as congressional, SEC, bankrupt-
cy court, and other investigations proceed
and lawsuits against Enron’s officers and
directors, accountants, and lawyers unfold,
we should learn more. Nevertheless, five
groups of issues may be delineated: (1) the
failure to account properly for and invest-
ments in special purpose entities (SPEs—
organizations sponsored by and benefiting
Enron but owned by presumably indepen-
dent outside investors) and Enron’s dealings
with them, (2) Enron’s income recognition
practice of recording as current income fees
for services rendered in future periods and
recording revenue from sales of forward con-
tracts, which were, in effect, disguised loans,
(3) fair-value accounting resulting in restate-
ments of “merchant” investments that were
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not based on trustworthy numbers, (4)
Enron’s accounting for its stock that was
issued to and held by SPEs, and (5) inade-
quate disclosure of related party transactions
and conflicts of interest and their costs to
stockholders. All but one of these issues (the
third, fair value accounting) involved viola-
tions of the provisions of GAAP and GAAS.
One other (inadequate accounting for SPEs)
appears to have violated the spirit, if not the
letter, of GAAP, and has resulted in a change
in GAAP adopted by the FASB.10

Accounting for and Associated with Investments
in SPEs. Enron sponsored hundreds (perhaps
thousands) of SPEs with which it did busi-
ness.11 Many were used to shelter foreign-
derived income from U.S. taxes. The SPEs for
which its accounting has been criticized,
though, were domestic and were created to
provide a means whereby Enron could avoid
reporting losses on some substantial invest-
ments.12 The structure and activities of the
specific SPEs in question are quite compli-
cated, in part because the SPEs themselves
created other SPEs that dealt with Enron.13

Outside investors held all of the equity in
Enron’s SPEs, usually amounting to no more
than the minimum of 3 percent of assets estab-
lished by the accounting authorities (SEC and
the FASB) for a sponsoring corporation to
avoid consolidating the SPEs into its financial
statements. The balance of the assets was pro-
vided from bank loans guaranteed, directly or
indirectly, by Enron or with restricted Enron
stock and options to buy Enron stock at less
than market value, for which Enron got a
receivable from that SPE. Had Enron account-
ed for transactions with these SPEs in accor-
dance with the spirit as well as the letter of
GAAP requirements on dealings with related
enterprises and disclosure of contingent liabil-
ities for financial guarantees, nonconsolida-
tion, as such, should not have been an issue.

Six accounting problems are associated
with Enron’s SPEs, all of which appear to have
involved violations of GAAP as it existed at the
time. First, in some important instances, the
minimum “3 percent rule” was violated, but
the affected SPEs were not consolidated.

When Arthur Andersen realized that this was
not done, it required Enron to restate its
financial statements. Second Enron failed to
follow the dictates of FAS 5, the accounting
standard that deals with contingencies, and
report in a footnote the amounts and condi-
tions of financial contingencies for which it
was liable as a result of its guaranteeing the
SPEs’ debt. Had that been done, analysts and
other users of Enron’s statements would have
been warned that the corporation could be
liable for a very large amount of debt. Indeed,
the bankruptcy court examiner found that
Enron’s debt of $10.23 billion reported as of
December 31, 2000 would have increased by
$1.35 billion.14 In this regard, Enron’s not con-
solidating the SPEs was not the problem.
Indeed, where Enron did not own or control
the SPEs, it should not have consolidated
them. Third, Enron did not but should have
consolidated the SPEs that, in fact, it con-
trolled, because they were managed by its chief
financial officer (CFO), Andrew Fastow, or his
employees. Fourth, although Enron con-
trolled some SPEs through its CFO, transac-
tions with them were treated as if the SPEs
were independent enterprises; Enron should
not have recorded net profits from those
transactions. Fifth, Enron funded some SPEs
with its own stock or in-the-money options on
that stock, taking notes receivable in return.
That violated a basic accounting procedure,
under which companies should not record an
increase in stockholders’ equity unless the
stock issued was paid for in cash or its equiva-
lent. Reversal of this error resulted in a $1.2 bil-
lion reduction in shareholders’ equity in
October 2001. Sixth, Enron used a put option
written by an SPE to avoid having to record a
loss in value of previously appreciated stock
when its market price declined, without recog-
nizing that the option was secured by the
SPE’s holding of unpaid-for Enron stock and
loans guaranteed by Enron. 

Incorrect Income Recognition. Several of the
SPEs paid Enron fees for guarantees on loans
made by the SPEs. Although GAAP and the
matching concept require recognition of rev-
enue only over the period of the guarantees,
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Enron recorded millions of dollars of up-front
payments as current revenue. It also appears to
have engineered several sizeable sham “sales,”
where the buyers simultaneously or after a
pre-arranged delay sold back to Enron the
same or similar assets at close to the prices
they “paid.” This allowed Enron to report
profits on the sales and, almost simultaneous-
ly, increase the book value of some assets. 

In addition, Enron recorded as “sales”
transfers of assets to SPEs even though it still
controlled and substantially kept the risks
and rewards derived from the assets. Enron
first transferred the assets to subsidiaries,
then exchanged nonvoting stock in the sub-
sidiaries to SPEs in exchange for funds that
the SPEs borrowed. Simultaneously, Enron
swapped rights to the cash flow from the
assets for an obligation to pay the bank
loans. Thus, in essence Enron still owned the
assets and had borrowed funds from banks,
but recorded the transaction as sales and did
not record the debt.15

Fair Value Restatements of “Merchant” Invest-
ments Not Based on Trustworthy Numbers. The
AICPA’s Investment Company Guide requires
investment, business development, and ven-
ture-capital companies to revalue financial
assets held (presumably) for trading to fair val-
ues, even when these values are not deter-
mined from arm’s-length market transac-
tions. In such instances, the values can be
based on “independent” appraisals and on
models using discounted expected cash flows.
The models allow managers who want to
manipulate net income the opportunity to
make “reasonable” assumptions that would
give them the gains they want to record. Enron
designated various projects and investments
in subsidiaries as “merchant” investments,
which allowed it to restate these investments
at fair values in accordance with AICPA’s
Investment Company Guide. 

A particularly egregious example is Enron
broadband investment and joint venture with
Blockbuster, Inc., which was called Braveheart.
Enron invested more than $1 billion on
broadband and reported revenue of $408 mil-
lion in 2000, much of it from sales to Fastow-

controlled SPEs. In addition, on July 19, 2000,
Enron entered into a 20-year agreement with
Blockbuster, Inc., to provide movies on
demand to television viewers. The problem
was that Enron did not have the technology to
deliver the movies and Blockbuster did not
have the rights to the movies to be delivered.
Nevertheless, Enron, as of December 31, 2000,
assigned a fair value of $125 million to its
Braveheart investment and a profit of $53 mil-
lion from increasing the investment to its fair
value, even though no sales had been made.
Enron recorded additional revenue of $53 mil-
lion from the venture in the first quarter of
2001, although Blockbuster did not record
any income from the venture and dissolved
the partnership in March 2001. In October,
Enron had to reverse the $110.9 million in
profit it had earlier claimed, an action that
contributed to its loss of public trust and sub-
sequent bankruptcy.

How could Enron have so massively mises-
timated the fair value of its Braveheart invest-
ment, and how could Arthur Andersen have
allowed Enron to report those values and their
increases as profits? Indeed, the examiner
finds that Arthur Andersen prepared the
appraisal of the project’s value.16 Andersen
assumed the following: (1) the business would
be established in 10 major metro areas within
12 months, (2) eight new areas would be
added per year until 2010 and those would
each grow at 1 percent per year, (3) digital sub-
scriber lines (DSLs) would be used by 5 per-
cent of the households, increasing to 32 per-
cent by 2010, and those would increase in
speed sufficient to accept the broadcasts, and
(4) Braveheart would garner 50 percent of this
market. After determining (somehow) a net
cash flow from each of these households and
discounting by 31 percent to 34 percent, the
project was assigned a fair value.

Another example is the Eli Lilly transac-
tion.17 On February 26, 2001, Enron an-
nounced a $1.3 billion 15-year agreement
with Lilly for energy management services.
The fair value of the project was determined
by estimating the energy savings that Lilly
was projected to achieve over 15 years and
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discounting those amounts by 8.25–8.50 per-
cent. That yielded a present value of $39.7
million. Within two years, this contract was
considered worthless.

Accounting for Stock Issued to and Held by
SPEs. GAAP and long-established accounting
practice do not permit a corporation to
record income from increases in the value of
its own stock or to record stock as issued
unless it has been paid for in cash or its equiv-
alent. Nevertheless, that is what Enron did, to
the tune of $1 billion. For reasons that are not
clear, Arthur Andersen did not discover those
accounting errors or, if it did, it allowed
Enron to proceed. Correction of the errors in
October 2001 contributed to concerns about
Enron’s accounting.

Inadequate Disclosure of Related Party Transac-
tions and Conflicts of Interest. Enron disclosed
that it had engaged in transactions with a relat-
ed party, identified in its proxy statements (but
not its SEC 10K report) as Andrew S. Fastow,
its chief financial officer. Enron asserted in
footnote item 16 of its 2000 10K that “the
terms of the transactions with the Related
Party were reasonable compared to those
which could have been negotiated with unre-
lated third parties.”18 However, those transac-
tions do not appear to have been at arm’s
length. Indeed, the Powers Report, commis-
sioned by the Enron board of directors to
investigate Fastow’s activities, concludes that
he obtained more than $30 million personally
from his management of the SPEs that did
business with Enron, and other employees who
reported to Fastow got over $11 million more.
Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the Fastow-
controlled SPEs indicates that the outside
investors solicited by Fastow obtained multiple
millions from investments on which they took
little risk and that provided Enron with few
benefits, other than providing a vehicle to over-
state income and delay reporting losses and
debt. The requirements of FASB Statement 57
and SEC’s Regulation S-X item 404 for disclo-
sure of transactions exceeding $60,000 in
which an executive officer of a corporation had
a material interest were not followed, except in
the most general of ways.

The Implications of the Enron
Experience for Changes in GAAS and
GAAP

Thus, except for fair value accounting and
Enron’s use of financial engineering to obviate
the intent of traditional accounting GAAP
while technically conforming to or aggressively
interpreting the rules, most of Enron’s misstat-
ed and misleading accounting resulted from
violations of GAAP. Based on the public infor-
mation available at this time, one must con-
clude that Arthur Andersen violated the basic
prescriptions of GAAS in conducting an audit
that would allow it to state, as it did: “In our
opinion, the financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Enron Corp. and sub-
sidiaries . . . in conformity with accounting prin-
ciples generally accepted in the United States.”19

The Enron experience indicates that only
two changes in GAAP are necessary. One is a
rule that fair values should not be included in
financial statements unless they are based on
trustworthy information—prices determined
by arm’s-length market transactions. The sec-
ond is that the traditional accounting defini-
tion of revenue and expenses described earli-
er should govern and, if necessary, override
rules specified in authoritative (FASB and
SEC) pronouncements and interpretations. 

The destruction of Arthur Andersen as a
firm should serve as a sufficient lesson to
other IPA firms. Moreover, as is discussed
below, more effective punishment of individ-
ual IPAs who materially violate GAAS and
GAAP might serve to motivate them to act
more effectively as gatekeepers. 

Major Financial Statement
Problems Associated with

Other Corporations
The accounting problems revealed by

Enron’s bankruptcy should be put into per-
spective. Enron, after all, was only one of thou-
sands of publicly traded corporations. A broad-
er view can be obtained from recently published
research that describes financial misstatements
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and frauds over several years. These studies and
the more recent highly publicized restatements
by such companies as WorldCom, Global
Crossing, and Quest show that many of
Enron’s accounting issues were not unique to
Enron. Similar to Enron, most misstatements
are violations of basic GAAP requirements (par-
ticularly involving revenue recognition) that
IPAs should have found and dealt with effec-
tively. From the studies, it does not appear that
these problems have been widespread or indica-
tive of a systemic breakdown.

In their book The Financial Numbers Game,
Charles Mulford and Eugene Comiskey
describe many creative and fraudulent
accounting practices employed in recent
years. The authors base their discussion on
an examination of reports by the SEC, the
press, and corporate financial filings.20 Many
of  the violations they found are identified as
frauds, most of which involved misstate-
ments of revenue. These include fictitious
sales and shipments, booking revenue imme-
diately for goods and services sold over
extended periods, keeping the books open
after the end of an accounting period to
record revenue on shipments actually made
after the close of the period, recording sales
on goods shipped but not ordered and
ordered but not shipped, recognizing rev-
enue on aggressively sold merchandise that
was returned (“channel stuffing”), recording
revenue in the year received even though the
services were provided over several years,
booking revenue immediately even though
the goods were sold subject to extended peri-
ods when collectibility was unlikely, making
shipments to a reseller who was not finan-
cially viable, and making sales subject to side
agreements that effectively rendered sales
agreements unenforceable. Another distor-
tion is misclassification of a gain from the
sale of a substantial investment as other rev-
enue rather than nonoperating income. 

Expenses also were misrecorded. Some
involved booking promotion and marketing
expenses to a related, but not consolidated,
enterprise and recognizing revenue on ship-
ments, but not the cost and liability of an

associated obligation to repay purchasers for
promotion expenses. Several corporations
took “big bath” write-offs when a new CEO
took over. Warranty and bad debt expenses
were understated. Aggressive capitalization
and extended amortization policies were
used to reduce current-period expenses. 

Assets were overstated by such means as
recording receivables for which the corpora-
tion had established no legal right, such as
claims on common carriers for damaged
goods that were not actually submitted and
those that it probably could not collect.
Inventories were overstated by over counts and
by delaying write-downs of damaged, defec-
tive, overstocked, and obsolete goods. Declines
in the fair market values of debt and equity
securities were delayed, even though the
chances of recovery were remote. Liabilities
were understated, not only for estimated
expenses (such as warranties), but also for
accounts payable, taxes payable, environmen-
tal clean-up costs, and pension and other
employee benefits. 

Additional insights can be obtained from
three other studies. Thomas Weirich exam-
ined the SEC’s Accounting and Auditing
Enforcement Releases (AAERs), which criticize
audits of registrant corporations, issued
between July 1, 1997, and December 31,
1999.21 Of the 96 AAERs issued against Big 5
audit firms and their clients, 38 cases, or 40
percent, involved misstated revenue and
accounts receivable. 

Mark Beasley et al. studied all AAERs
issued between 1987 and 1997 that charged
registrants with financial fraud.22 Their analy-
sis of 204 randomly selected companies (of
nearly 300) revealed, among other things, that
the companies were relatively small (78 per-
cent had assets less than $100 million) and
had weak boards of directors and that the
fraud involved senior officers (72 percent
named the CEO, 43 percent the CFO). Half
the instances involved improper revenue
recognition, resulting largely from recording
fictitious revenue and premature revenue
recognition. An overlapping 50 percent over-
stated assets, 18 percent understated expenses
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and liabilities, and 12 percent misappropriat-
ed assets. The SEC explicitly named external
auditors in 56 cases, of which only 10 involved
auditors from the major IPA firms. Auditors,
of whom 9 (35 percent) were from major IPA
firms, were charged with performing a sub-
standard audit in 26 of the 56 cases (46 per-
cent). A minority of the corporations and their
senior officers paid fines and made monetary
settlements to plaintiffs (30 and 35 corpora-
tions, respectively) and the officers of some 76
corporations lost their jobs and were barred
from working for another SEC registrant for a
period of time (54 corporations); only 31 were
criminally prosecuted and 27 were jailed. But
Beasley et al. do not report any actions against
the individual IPAs or their firms. 

Finally, the General Accounting Office
searched Lexis-Nexis for mentions of restate-
ments between January 1, 1997, and June 30,
2002. The GAO found that 845 public compa-
nies announced material restatements involv-
ing accounting irregularities. The number
increased each year, from 83 in 1997 to 195 in
2001 and 110 in the first six months of 2002.
Over this period, the percentage of publicly
traded corporations that restated their finan-
cial statements increased substantially, from
0.89 percent in 1997 to 2.95 percent in 2002, in
part because the number of corporations listed
on the exchanges decreased from 9,275 to
7,446. The GAO also found that the propor-
tion of large corporations (those with assets of
more than $1 billion) among those that restat-
ed increased from about 25 percent in 1997 to
over 30 percent in 2001. Consistent with other
studies, the most important reason for restate-
ments was improper revenue recognition (38
percent). This reason is followed by improper
recognition or capitalization of costs or
expenses (16 percent). The GAO studied the
effect of 689 of the restatements on the stock
prices of the affected corporations. It found a
three-day loss (adjusted for changes in the mar-
ket) of 10 percent of those corporations’ capi-
talization, or a total of $95.6 and $14 billion for
the 689 and 202 restatements. This loss,
though, is only 0.11 percent of the total market
capitalization of listed corporations.23

Thus, the several studies of financial state-
ment restatements yield similar findings.24 The
number of restatements has increased, largely
because of changes in SEC practices, but is still
quite small in relation to the approximately
12,000 corporations that report to the SEC.
Until recently, smaller companies tended to
restate their financial statements more often
than larger companies. The most pervasive rea-
son for restatement is misstatement of rev-
enue. A substantial minority of companies that
restate financial statements and a smaller
number of their auditors are sued. Losses to
investors who hold diversified portfolios,
which may result from misstatements that are
corrected, are small overall, although the losses
can be substantial (particularly recently) for
investments in those companies.

Who Is to Blame?

Auditing and Accounting Standards and
Standard Setters

There do not appear to be published stud-
ies showing why external auditors did not dis-
cover and prevent managers of companies
from substantially misstating financial
reports. In particular, we do not as yet know
how, for several years, the chief financial offi-
cer of Global Crossing could have gotten away
with capitalizing billions of dollars of current
expenses, thereby massively overstating net
income and total assets. Nor has it been
revealed how the auditors of Tyco apparently
were unaware that its senior officers personal-
ly took hundreds of millions of dollars. Nor
did the authors of the studies reviewed earlier
indicate whether accounting misstatements
were due to failures of external auditors to dis-
cover the “errors” because the auditing proce-
dures mandated by GAAS were inadequate,
because the auditors failed to conduct audits
that complied with GAAS, or because the
auditors colluded with managers. Conse-
quently, I cannot draw conclusions about the
necessity of changing auditing standards.
From my personal experience with two large
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corporate failures in which auditors were
charged with gross negligence—Continental
Illinois Bank and Phar-Mor—I determined
that auditors’ failure to use statistical sam-
pling to determine whether the records sub-
stantially reflected the correct valuation of
important assets (loans and inventory) was
the principal reason that the auditors did not
discover the misstatements.25

Accounting standards in the United
States, more than in Europe, tend to be rule
based rather than principle based, in part
because the former offers greater protection
against potential plaintiffs, who are more
likely to bring lawsuits in this country than in
Europe. Consequently, at least some man-
agers have viewed GAAP as a set of rules that
they must meet only minimally, even if (and,
in many cases such as Enron, particularly
because) it results in misleading financial
reports of net income.26

Given the rules-based system, some blame
should be placed on the Financial Accounting
Standards Board. The FASB has been consid-
ering a restatement of consolidation policy
regarding SPEs for more than 20 years.27 The
SPE situation as exemplified by Enron could
have been avoided had the FASB done its job
expeditiously. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 (§401[j]), now requires disclosure of “all
material off-balance sheet transactions,
arrangements, obligations (including contin-
gent obligations), and other relationships of
the issuer with unconsolidated entities or
other persons, that may have a material cur-
rent or future effect on financial condition,
changes in financial condition, results of
operations, liquidity, capital expenditures,
capital resources, or significant components
of revenues or expenses.” In addition, as dis-
cussed earlier, the FASB’s move toward fair
value accounting has given opportunistic
managers the means to grossly overstate
reported net income. 

The FASB also should be criticized for giv-
ing in to pressure from which it was supposed
to be immune. For example, pressure from
commercial banks led to its curious decision
to have debt securities not restated at market

values, even though their market values can
be reliably measured when the securities are
designated as “held to maturity.” More
recently, pressure from the Business Round-
table and the CEOs of high-tech companies
(among others) apparently has kept the FASB
from requiring corporations to show as
expenses the economic values of compensa-
tion in the form of options granted to execu-
tives, even though options have economic
value and, thus, constitute compensation in
the same way that compensation that
includes physical goods given to employees
rather than cash for their services. The prob-
lem is that stock options often cannot be
readily valued. But, then, neither can employ-
ee pensions and future health benefits.
Indeed, options often can be more easily val-
ued with a model (e.g., the Black-Scholes
options-pricing model),28 by independent
experts (such as investment bankers), or using
market prices. Market prices (which usually
provide the best estimate) could be obtained
from similar options that corporations could
sell directly or distribute to shareholders as
dividends or rights offerings. These prices
should be reduced to reflect the effect of
restrictions placed on employee-granted
options.29 Consistent with the matching con-
cept, the cost of the employee stock options
should be charged against revenue in the
same periods that the revenue, presumably
generated by the employee, is reported, and
not extend beyond the time when the options
vest. Similar to amortization generally, the
cost to the corporation of the options could
be charged as an expense in equal periodic
amounts.

With these exceptions, the inadequate,
misleading, and even fraudulent financial
reporting that has been revealed in recent
years is due primarily to failures in enforcing
the rules. Individual investors should be able
to rely on several “gatekeepers” to see that
financial statements were, in fact, produced
in accordance with GAAP and GAAS. Those
gatekeepers include corporate boards of
directors, IPAs and their professional associa-
tions, and state and federal regulators. 
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Boards of Directors
The initial gatekeeper is the board of direc-

tors. Company accountants prepare financial
statements for the benefit of shareholders,
investors, and others who are expected to use
those statements.30 The board of directors is
supposed to represent the shareholders. It is
boards that must and, in many cases, did,
approve granting CEOs and other senior man-
agers substantial compensation in the form of
stock options. These options, which offer
managers enormous gains if the price of their
corporations’ shares increase, may have given
them strong incentives to manage reported
earnings in order to meet or exceed stock ana-
lysts’ expectations, in the belief that this would
increase share prices.31 In 2003, though, the
SEC approved rules adopted by the NYSE and
Nasdaq requiring listed corporations to sub-
mit to stockholder approval equity compensa-
tion plans, including stock options, repricings,
and material plan changes. 

The audit committee of the board has par-
ticular responsibility for the reliability of the
financial statements and the audits (both
internal and external) that should be designed
to assure that reliability of the statements. The
New York Stock Exchange and Nasdaq adopt-
ed a requirement in 2002 (amended in 2003,
subject to approval by the SEC) that a majori-
ty of the board of directors, and all members
of its nominating and corporate governance
committees, its compensation committee, and
its audit committee must be independent of
their corporation and its CEO, including not
having been an employee of the company or
its affiliates or auditors within the previous
five years. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
(§301) also requires that all members of the
audit committee be independent directors
and makes them responsible for the appoint-
ment, compensation, oversight, and dismissal
of external auditors. The law also allows the
audit committee to engage independent coun-
sel or other advisers, as it determines neces-
sary, to carry out its duties, supported by
appropriate corporate funding. These changes
might make the boards of directors more
effective gatekeepers. 

External Auditors 
IPAs who attest to the financial statements

are the most important gatekeepers. As noted
earlier, external audit firms have strong incen-
tives to be effective gatekeepers, by not allow-
ing their partners and employees to grossly
violate the prescriptions of GAAS and GAAP.
If, to satisfy one or a few clients, they are not
effective gatekeepers, they risk losing their rep-
utations and their other clients, a cost that
should greatly exceed any benefits they might
have achieved. That said, Arthur Andersen did
a poor job as a gatekeeper for several publicly
important corporations, for which it paid a
very heavy price. What might explain its inef-
fectiveness as a gatekeeper and that of other
external audit firms?

One explanation is the alleged weakening
in 1995 of federal securities laws governing
auditor liability. Specifically, did the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995,
which generally made it more difficult for
class action plaintiffs to sue public firms for
accounting abuses, and the Securities
Litigation Uniform Standards Act of 1998,
which abolished state court class actions
alleging securities fraud, increase plaintiffs’
difficulty in suing accounting firms so much
that these firms decided to risk the cost of
being successfully sued for larger audit and
other fees?32 Columbia University law profes-
sor John C. Coffee Jr., among others, points
to that legislation and two court cases that
made bringing lawsuits against IPAs more
costly to plaintiffs as possible explanations
for the presumed weakening of auditing per-
formance. Although he supports the changes
that reduced the auditors’ proportionate lia-
bility and would support a ceiling on their
total liability, he concludes that “their collec-
tive impact was to appreciably reduce the risk
of liability.” 33

However, the legislation cannot be blamed
for the recent rise in earnings restatements
and accounting abuses. For one thing, as
noted earlier, a substantial portion of the
increase in the numbers of earnings restate-
ments is attributable to changes in SEC prac-
tices. More significantly, the PSLRA did not
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exempt IPAs from liability; it only eliminated
their joint-and-several liability for accounting
misdeeds when there are several defendants
before the court.34 The PSLRA also raised
pleading standards and restricted the exten-
sion of the statute designed to punish orga-
nized crime (the RICO statute) by trebling
damages. These reforms were enacted to pre-
vent plaintiffs from digging into the deepest
pockets among a group of defendants, regard-
less of the degree of culpability of individual
defendants, and from bringing extortionist
lawsuits against IPAs in the hope of a settle-
ment. Furthermore, the SLASA only abolished
state court class actions alleging securities
fraud; federal class actions can still be brought
against accountants. Indeed, no accounting
firm named as a defendant in any large recent
accounting controversies has been excused
from liability in any of these actions because of
the legislation. To underline the point, plain-
tiffs have not been dissuaded from suing
Arthur Andersen for liability in Enron and
other cases. 

Another alleged cause of IPAs having been
inadequate gatekeepers is fear of losing sub-
stantial fees from consulting services provid-
ed to their audit clients. Critics have pointed
to Arthur Andersen’s having received $29
million in consulting fees in addition to $27
million in audit fees from Enron in 2000.
However, no evidence has been presented
showing that these collateral activities have
been more prevalent at corporations that
experienced reporting problems, failures, or
frauds. It also seems likely that IPAs who
could be suborned with the consulting fees
could as easily be influenced with higher
audit fees. Indeed, the audit partner gets
direct credit for the audit fee, and only indi-
rect credit for net revenue earned from collat-
eral business with the client.35 Furthermore,
if consulting services provided by audit firms
were banned, economies of scope from IPA
firms providing both audit and consulting
could no longer be achieved. These
economies include lower business develop-
ment costs on the part of consultants and
search costs on the part of corporations,

because the audit firm already is known and
trusted. Operations costs for both the audit
firm and its client are likely to be lower,
because the audit firm already understands
the client’s financial system and problems.
Nevertheless, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
(§ 201) has made it unlawful for a public
accounting firm to provide virtually any
nonaudit service to a corporation it audits,
with the exception of tax-related services. The
result will be higher audit costs that, neces-
sarily, will be paid by shareholders. These
higher costs are likely to exceed the savings
from better audits, particularly for investors
who hold diversified portfolios.

Professional IPA Associations and State
and Federal Regulators 

Several bodies oversee both individual
auditors and the firms they work for, and all
seem to have failed in their duties. The audit-
ing profession’s “self-regulatory” body is the
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, which has a committee that is
supposed to discipline wayward auditors.
The reality, however, has been quite different.
As reported in a study conducted by the
Washington Post of more than a decade of SEC
professional misconduct cases against
accountants, the AICPA took disciplinary
action against fewer than 20 percent of those
accountants already sanctioned by the com-
mission.36 Moreover, even when the AICPA
found that sanctioned accountants had com-
mitted violations, it closed the vast majority
of ethics cases without taking disciplinary
action or publicly disclosing the results, but
instead issuing confidential letters directing
the offenders to undergo training. Clearly,
“self-regulation” by the AICPA has not been
very effective, nor can it be expected to be: the
most stringent penalty the AICPA can apply
is simply to expel the offending member
from the organization.

The record of the state accountancy agen-
cies that issue and can withdraw CPA certifi-
cates is not much better. By and large, those
agencies are not well-funded or staffed with
sufficient numbers of highly trained individ-
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uals to both ferret out and investigate
accounting misconduct. This is especially
true for complex accounting matters of the
kinds revealed in some of the large corporate
scandals of recent years. In general, the agen-
cies tend to act after a client or other govern-
ment agency has successfully brought a legal
action against a CPA. Indeed, the Washington
Post study of a decade of SEC enforcement
action finds: “The state of New York, which
had the most accountants sanctioned by the
SEC, as of June had disciplined [only] 17 of
49 New York accountants.”37

The SEC, though, has the staff, the
authority, and the responsibility to investi-
gate and discipline IPAs who attest to state-
ments filed with it. Unfortunately, it has not
been an effective gatekeeper; indeed, it has
rarely used its authority to discipline IPAs. A
2002 GAO study of 689 restatements found
that from January 2001 to February 2002, 39
CPAs were suspended or denied the privilege
of appearing or practicing before the SEC, 23
of those for three years or less. In addition,
one non–Big Five accounting firm was per-
manently barred, one Big Five and one other
were given cease-and-desist orders, and one
Big Five firm was censured. A reading of the
GAO’s “case study” descriptions of restate-
ments by 16 major corporations, each of
which includes information on civil and
criminal actions taken against the auditors,
indicates that the penalties were inadequate
for the crime. 

The 16 “case studies” in the GAO report
detail the reasons for, effects of, and actions
taken by the SEC as a consequence of these cor-
porations restating their financial reports.38 In
three cases the violations of GAAP were discov-
ered by the auditor and in three the restate-
ments resulted from changed interpretations
of GAAP requirements. Ten cases involved
important and substantial violations of GAAP
(e.g., liabilities not reported, improper recogni-
tion of income, expensing costs that should
have been capitalized, falsification of expenses,
and rampant self-dealing by management). In
three of these cases the SEC took action
against the individual auditors. In the case of

Sunbeam, the auditor was charged with having
his firm, Arthur Andersen, sign unqualified
statements, even though he knew about the
misstatements. He faces trial. In Waste
Management, Arthur Andersen issued unqual-
ified statements, even though its auditors had
identified and quantified the improper
accounting practices. It was fined $7 million.
Two of the firm’s three auditors were fined
$50,000 and $40,000 and barred from practice
before the SEC for five years; the other was
barred for one year. The GAO states that they
continued to be active partners of Arthur
Andersen. In the Enron case, Arthur Andersen
was charged with destroying documents in
advance of an SEC investigation, and, in a jury
trial, was found guilty. No mention is made of
Andersen’s partner in charge of the audit, who
destroyed the documents. The GAO does not
indicate any actions taken by the SEC against
the audit firms or the CPAs who conducted the
audits of the seven other corporations where
there were serious errors, misclassifications,
and omissions that substantially overstated
reported net income and assets and understat-
ed liabilities.39

SEC action is important because it can
trigger several consequences: private lawsuits
against company officers and directors for
negligence or even willful commission of
fraud or misrepresentation; similar lawsuits
against accounting firms; and, if the facts
warrant, criminal fraud investigations by the
Department of Justice. Because these conse-
quences have been apparent for some time,
the puzzle is why the consequences have not
done more to deter the kind of accounting
abuses that seem to have become more fre-
quent in recent years. One reason may be that
lawyers, who may find financial statements
boring, dominate the SEC. Indeed, the SEC
has reviewed only about 2,300 annual 10K
reports in recent years. 

In part because the SEC had failed, the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (§101) was enacted
to do what the SEC could have done. The act
established a Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board, which reports to the SEC, but
is largely independent of it. The PCAOB has its
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own very well paid “financially literate” mem-
bers (only two of which shall be or have been
CPAs) and staff, and the power to impose fees
on SEC-registered corporations (in addition to
the fees charged by the SEC).40 It will register
public accounting firms, establish standards
related to the preparation of audit reports, con-
duct inspections of registered public account-
ing firms every three years (annually if they
audit more than 100 issues), and conduct
investigations and disciplinary proceedings. It
then may impose appropriate sanctions, pre-
sumably against both firms and individual
IPAs. It also has authority to establish stan-
dards related to auditing, quality control,
ethics, independence, and other standards
related to the preparation audit reports. 

Sanctions imposed by the PCAOB, togeth-
er with fear that what happened to Arthur
Andersen might happen to them, probably
will be successful (although costly to share-
holders) in getting external audit firms to be
effective gatekeepers. But, this mechanism is
likely to be seriously incomplete unless it is
applied to individual external auditors, par-
ticularly those whose salaries and bonuses
depend on how much business they bring in
(or work on) and whose liability costs may be
covered by insurance or the firm (or both).
Individual partners of large IPA firms who are
in charge of a single very large client have con-
siderable incentives to accede to the demands
of those clients. If they do not and lose the
account for the firm, they stand to lose a sub-
stantial amount of their personal income, if
not their positions in the firm. If they do,
there are three possibilities. First, the mis-
statements might not be discovered. Second,
if discovered, the partner-in-charge may not
be blamed. Third, if blamed, the other part-
ners are likely to defend the errant partner to
avoid having to assume substantial damages. 

Considering the externalities that accom-
pany major audit failures and the possibility
that the costly new procedures might yet be
inadequate, it is critical that there be an insti-
tutional mechanism for applying discipline to
individual external auditors who fail to live up
to their professional responsibilities. This was

(and still is) the responsibility of the SEC.
Although it has had the authority under Rule
201.102 (e) to discipline IPAs who attest to
financial statements that violate GAAP or
GAAS, it has used that power sparingly. One
can understand why the Commission has
rarely used its ultimate weapon—prohibiting
an offending firm from attesting to financial
statements of public companies—the most
notable exception being Arthur Andersen. But
it is baffling why the Commission has so
rarely sanctioned individual auditors who
have attached their names to the financial
statements that included the substantial viola-
tions outlined above.41 If individual CPAs had
reason to believe that their professional
careers and personal wealth were seriously in
jeopardy, they would be much more likely to
risk losing a client than to agree to that clients’
demands for inadequate audits and overly
aggressive or significantly misleading ac-
counting. The Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board should now fulfill the role
largely abdicated by the SEC.42

Additional Changes 
That Should Be Made

Changes to GAAS
In 2003 the PCAOB took over the develop-

ment of auditing standards that had been left
to the AICPA. This change in responsibility
can be both negative and positive for
investors. The negative prospect is that the
development of auditing standards and pro-
cedures will pass from the professional IPAs
who must balance the costs of auditing
against the value of audits, as determined by
investors’ representatives, the audit commit-
tees of corporate boards of directors. If the
staff of the PCAOB acts similarly to the staff
of the FASB, investors are likely to have to
purchase more extensive audits than is cost
effective. As noted earlier, the prohibition
against concurrent consulting work by IPA
firms is likely to increase the costs of audits
even more.
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On the positive side, if inadequate audits
have resulted in externalities from reduced
investor confidence in equity securities gen-
erally and IPAs particularly, changes mandat-
ed or suggested by the PCAOB that improve
audits can reduce the externalities. One such
improvement would be the mandated use of
statistical sampling, which at present is only
suggested and inadequately used or even
understood by many IPAs.43 Without sam-
pling, it is difficult to see how in many
important situations IPAs have a meaningful
basis for determining the extent to which a
corporation’s statements are materially
incorrect and that corporate resources have
not been stolen or grossly misused. The
PCAOB might be able to establish an under-
standing and acceptance of the reality that, at
best, audits provide a high, but not 100 per-
cent, probability that all material irregulari-
ties have been uncovered.

Changes to GAAP
Fair-Value Accounting. The accounting

authorities (SEC, FASB, and IASB) have
attempted to make accounting statements
more relevant by adopting fair value account-
ing for financial assets and liabilities. Their
argument is that investors would want to
know the current values of assets and liabilities,
rather than the amounts originally expended
or obligated. What they do not appear to rec-
ognize sufficiently is that numbers that are
likely to be manipulated by opportunistic or
overoptimistic managers are considerably
worse for investors than numbers that are not
current. Consequently, the authorities have
required fair values, at least for financial assets,
even when they are not based on reliable mar-
ket values, As the Enron situation revealed,
substantially misleading reporting of net
income is likely to be the result.

It might appear that the FASB has limited
“fair value” reporting to financial assets and
liabilities. This presumed limitation yields
several important disadvantages. First, most
corporations hold other assets that can be
reliably measured and that are more impor-
tant to investors than financial assets. In par-

ticular, as noted earlier, inventories can often
be valued at their opportunity cost, particu-
larly when they will be replaced. In this event,
their value can be measured at their replace-
ment cost, numbers that are usually known
before the financial statements are pub-
lished. Second, fair-value accounting has
been applied inconsistently, with debt instru-
ments identified as “held to maturity” not
being marked to market, even though readily
and reliably measured gains and losses in
their value accrue to the benefit of share-
holders and creditors, whether or not the
assets are sold. Third, trustworthy values can-
not be obtained for many financial assets,
which allows for substantial misstatements
of both assets and net income. This is a very
serious situation that compromises the relia-
bility and usefulness of published financial
accounting numbers, and thus merits discus-
sion in greater detail.

Enron was able to increase the unrealized
(and, as it turned out, unrealizable) values of
large-scale nonfinancial assets to what its
managers’ decided were “fair values” by
recording as income the increase in those val-
ues. The company did this by declaring that its
investments in large-scale projects were “mer-
chant” investments for which the provisions
of the AICPA’s Investment Company Guide per-
mit (indeed, mandate) fair value accounting.
Section 1.32 of the guide states: “In the
absence of a quoted market price, amounts
representing estimates of fair values using
methods applied consistently and determined
in good faith by the board of directors should
be used.” According to the FASB, this is how
fair values are to be measured:

If a quoted market price is not available,
the estimate of fair value should be
based on the best information available
in the circumstances. The estimate of
fair value should consider prices for sim-
ilar assets or similar liabilities and the
results of valuation techniques to the
extent available in the circumstances.
Examples of valuation techniques in-
clude the present value of estimated
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expected future cash flows using dis-
count rates commensurate with the
risks involved, option-pricing models,
matrix pricing, option-adjusted spread
models, and fundamental analysis.44

Corporations can also use the following
procedure (as did Enron) to extend “fair value”
accounting to many non-financial assets. First,
either develop a new product, facility, or busi-
ness in a wholly owned subsidiary or transfer
the assets the managers want to restate at “fair
values” into a subsidiary. Call it FV Inc. The
corporation now owns FV Inc.’s stock, which is
a financial asset. Large corporations can do
this many times and have a series of sub-
sidiaries—FV1 Inc., FV2 Inc., and so forth. Then
exchange the stock in the FVs for stock in
another subsidiary that is designated a securi-
ties broker–dealer or an investment company
(e.g., venture capital or business development
company). Because the FV Inc. shares are not
traded, these values must come from the cor-
porate managers’ estimates of the fair values of
the underlying assets, including intangibles.
Finally, because the subsidiaries are 100 per-
cent owned, they must be consolidated with
the parent, which now puts the revalued assets
on the corporation’s consolidated financial
statements. Voilá—almost any group of assets
can be revalued to what the managers say they
are worth, and changes in those valuations
(usually increases) are reported as part of
income. 

The evidence on corporate and industry
practices, the Enron experience, and the logi-
cal possibilities for manipulation or overopti-
mistic estimation of “fair values” leads me to
conclude that allowing corporate managers
to value assets and liabilities in situations
where trustworthy market values are not pre-
sent and cannot be verified should not be
permitted by GAAP. The AICPA has taken
one step in the right direction with its pro-
posal to limit fair valuation of nontraded
securities to registered investment compa-
nies and legally and actually separate invest-
ment companies, no owner of which owns 20
percent or more of its financial interests.45

However, it is likely that clever corporate
managers will figure out a way around this
limitation. Furthermore, managers can still
manipulate income through “fair valuation”
of derivatives and energy contracts. 

Principles-Based Rather Than Rules-Based
GAAP. Under the current rules-based ap-
proach, managers and their consultants
design accounting procedures that are in tech-
nical accordance with GAAP, even though
those procedures tend to mislead investors
and violate the substance or spirit of GAAP.
Enron provides an excellent example of that
approach. Accountants not only find it diffi-
cult to challenge the use of such procedures;
they often propose or assist in their design. In
this sense, the practice of public accounting
has become similar to tax practice, with clients
demanding and accountants providing exper-
tise on ways to avoid the substantive require-
ments of GAAP while remaining in technical
compliance.

There are several reasons for this rules-
based approach. First, auditors believe that
they can avoid losing lawsuits if they can show
that they did in fact follow the rules. Second,
there is the fear of losing a client by refusing to
attest to an accounting procedure that does,
after all, technically conform to GAAP. Third,
government agencies such as the SEC tend to
establish or support rules and then demand
strict adherence to them. This protects the
agencies from claims of favoritism and arbi-
trariness, forestalling political interference.
Last, but by no means least, GAAP has been
criticized because it permits managers some
degree of choice under some circumstances.
As noted earlier, the FASB was created in 1973
largely in response to concern about excessive
accounting flexibility. Its well-funded profes-
sional staff and directors have fulfilled their
mandate and have developed a very large set of
detailed rules designed to limit alternative
means of compliance with GAAP. 

However, the rules-based approach is clear-
ly not working. Accounting firms are sued
when a company they audited goes bankrupt,
or even when the company’s share price drops
for some reason. Courts have not accepted as a
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sufficient defense that specific GAAP rules
were followed or not explicitly violated. The
SEC and FASB have been severely criticized for
allowing companies and accounting firms to
violate the spirit of GAAP. Of greatest impor-
tance, users of financial statements, who have
reason to believe that the numbers presented
therein are at least not deliberately deceptive,
have at times been misled. 

The principles of accounting are clear
enough. Revenue should not be recognized
until there is objective and reliable evidence
that it has been earned. Expenses should be
matched to the associated earnings or to the
time periods in which assets are determined
to have lost future value. Most important,
the numbers reported in financial state-
ments should be trustworthy, as verified by
independent public accountants who have
conducted audits and ascertained that the
numbers reported accord with the basic prin-
ciples embodied in GAAP. Having satisfied
these conditions, the traditional income
statement would be a fair and consistent
record of a company’s operations and would
therefore fulfill the stewardship function of
public accounting.

Competition among Accounting Standards.46 A
central problem with any monopoly standard-
setter—whether the FASB, the IASB, or any
other similar body—is that it has no incentive to
respond quickly to market forces, let alone act
in a manner free from political influence. As in
private markets, the solution to monopoly is
competition. As is the situation for private
enterprises, quasi-governmental agencies seek
acceptance of their products and modify those
products to meet substitutes produced by other
agencies. Consequently, at a minimum, the
Congress or the SEC should permit corpora-
tions with publicly traded stock to base their
financial accounting statements on either U.S.
or international accounting standards. 47

Conclusion

Investors should recognize the inherent
limitations of financial information reported

in audited financial statements. Accounting
cannot yield both trustworthy and complete-
ly adequate measures of the economic per-
formance and the condition of an enterprise.
Managers to some extent do manipulate the
reported numbers by timing expenditures
and choosing among reasonable assump-
tions. Notwithstanding those limitations,
financial statements can be very useful.
GAAS should ensure that audits conducted
by IPAs result in corporations presenting
numbers that investors can trust. 

The misstatements in the financial reports
of Enron and other corporations were by and
large the result of violations of GAAP and inad-
equate audits. Many, perhaps most, of those
misstatements could and should have been
caught and stopped by auditors if they had
been more diligent in examining and evaluat-
ing their clients’ records and financial state-
ments, as required by GAAS. The one major
exception is the GAAP requirement that com-
panies revalue assets classified as traded finan-
cial assets (to which many assets can be con-
verted) at their fair values, a measure that gives
managers too much scope for manipulation. 

The SEC has had the authority under Rule
201.102 (e) to discipline IPAs who attest to
financial statements submitted to it, once it
becomes known that those statements include
gross violations of GAAP or GAAS. Neverthe-
less, it appears that the SEC has rarely disci-
plined the IPAs who attached their names to
the financial statements that included the
substantial violations outlined above. 

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 now
offers the possibility that individual IPAs
who are grossly derelict in fulfilling their pro-
fessional responsibilities will be sanctioned.
In addition to punishing the few IPAs who
fail in their duties, the authorities could help
restore trust in and respect for the account-
ing industry by empowering IPAs to with-
hold unqualified opinions when they find
reporting that violates the spirit of GAAP,
even if the letter is followed. 

However, the bureaucracy and regulation
established by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
is likely to be quite costly to shareholders. The
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board’s costs will be met by fees imposed on reg-
istered corporations in proportion to their
equity market capitalization. The fees now
imposed by the SEC on registrants will not be
reduced. In addition, public corporations will
have to pay higher auditing fees to offset the
costs and risks imposed on their external audi-
tors and their own internal costs to meet the
requirements of the act. Shareholders necessar-
ily will bear these costs. Whether those costs will
exceed the benefits that shareholders might
gain from better audits is unclear at this time. 

GAAP should be improved by an overall rule
that the numbers reported be trustworthy and
that the matching concept be followed. The
overall rule proposed here would change GAAP
to include reporting as operating or as nonoper-
ating income (depending on the asset or liabili-
ty) changes in values that can be reliably mea-
sured. Expenses that were incurred in a period,
such as managerial compensation in the form of
stock options, would have to be recorded. 

“Fair value” accounting, which allows man-
agers to restate many financial assets and liabil-
ities to their managerially estimated values even
when these values are not based on reliable mar-
ket transactions, is subject to misstatement by
opportunistic or overly optimistic managers, as
shown by the Enron disaster. Only numbers
that are trustworthy should be used for finan-
cial accounting statements that are attested to
by IPAs. 

Although these proposals, if adopted by
the FASB and SEC, would improve account-
ing, there are differences in opinion about
what should be included in GAAP as well as
significant political costs that would make
changes difficult to effect. Therefore, a com-
petitive system that would allow corporations
to prepare their financial statements in accor-
dance with alternative GAAPs, such as the
International Accounting Standards that have
been adopted by the European Community,
should be adopted in the United States.
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